TPT Retirement Solutions

Your defined contribution
workplace pension
Hello, this is TPT
“This is the first welcome I’ve written as the Chair of the TPT Trustee Board. Joining TPT and seeing
it with fresh eyes, I am delighted to report that the scheme is in a great place. While the market
and TPT’s business keeps evolving and improving, as trustees, we remain unwavering in our goal
to “make membership worthwhile”. TPT has been speaking to more members and making sure
we use their feedback to improve what we do. Whether it’s through roadshows, events, or online
and telephone conversations, the direct interaction we have with our members is invaluable.
Encouragingly, the focus on members’ needs has never been stronger within the industry. As Chair
of TPT, my priority is looking after members, wherever they are on their savings journey.”.
Joanna Matthews, Chair of the Trustee Board

TPT is one of the UK’s leading
providers of workplace pensions.
As a member of one of TPT’s
DC pension schemes, you work for
(or have worked for) one of 2,200
employers that trusts TPT to take
care of your future income.
This document explains how TPT
manages and invests your pension
contributions to help you plan a
comfortable retirement.

TPT AT A GLANCE

£
200,000+
DC MEMBERS

OVER 2,200
EMPLOYERS

OVER 70 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

TPR APPROVED MASTER TRUST
TPT is one of a select number of DC Master
Trusts to have achieved authorisation from The
Pensions Regulator (TPR).

NO SHAREHOLDERS – TPT
OPERATES FOR MEMBERS,
NOT FOR PROFIT

£1.4 BILLION
IN ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

“Authorisation creates safeguards around Master Trusts by
ensuring they are run by fit and proper people and have
the right systems, processes, plans and finances in place.”
Pensions Expert, July 2019

Who’s looking after my money and how?

GOVERNANCE

Your DC pension scheme is governed by a corporate trustee called
Verity Trustees Limited.
The Trustee is responsible for all aspects of overseeing TPT’s
schemes. Supported by a Management Board and expert subcommittees, its role is to make sure that your pension is secure
and can be accessed when you plan to and in the way you want
to when you retire. The Trustee ensures that, among other things,
TPT invests assets in ways that meet the needs of members and
provides a quality service.
The Trustee Board is chaired by Joanna Matthews. As a professional
independent trustee Joanna has extensive experience of chairing
large and high-profile pension schemes. Prior to moving into
independent trusteeship 10 years ago, Joanna was a partner in a
top pensions law practice.

PERFORMANCE

Joanna is supported by the Trustee Board, some of whom are
drawn from TPT’s membership. The members of the Trustee
Board are appointed through a rigorous selection process to
make sure they have the skills, knowledge and experience
required to properly manage your pension with TPT.
The Trustee Board is supported by an Investment Committee
whose role includes ensuring that the default funds are suitable
to meet the needs of members, that there are also a range of selfselect funds available and to monitor performance. The work of
the Trustee Board is further supported by teams of professional
advisers who provide investment oversight and legal advice.

How do you maximise my pension savings?

TPT gives you a range of options
There are two investment options for you to choose from: a target date fund (TDF) or self-select funds. The vast majority of TPT’s DC
members choose to have their pension invested in a TDF. This means that the contributions you and your employer pay into your
scheme are looked after by an experienced investment manager who will adjust the way the money is invested and reduce its exposure
to risk over time. The aim in doing this is to secure the best possible retirement income for you. In addition to the TDF, for those wanting
a more active involvement, TPT also offers a choice of 7 self-select funds and an ethical target date fund.
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Any member can explore their options and experiment with
pension projections at tpt.org.uk or within the member hub,
Benpal. The government also provides impartial guidance
about your defined contribution pension at: https:/
moneyandpensionsservice.org.uk/

TPT makes sure they’re the right options
Whatever your decision, your pension is carefully monitored by
TPT. TPT’s Investment Committee reviews the appropriateness
of the default strategy every year and ensures that the default
fund and self-select options still meet your needs.
A review by the Trustee’s independent investment adviser in
August 2018 found that TDFs are the most suitable strategy
for TPT’s 200,000+ DC members. Specifically it identified that
the structure is appropriate for members, the investment
plan is being managed correctly by the investment manager
and delivering value for money to scheme members. It also
highlighted that performance compares well against the
competition.

TPT sets clear performance objectives
TPT’s DC funds aim to outperform the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
– a measure used to gauge inflation on an annual basis. Target
date funds are managed differently over time, based on the
age of the member. TPT sets a target of CPI plus 4% for younger
members whose TDFs will remain invested for a significant length
of time, this is then gradually reduced down to CPI plus 0% as you
approach your retirement date. By doing this, younger members
are invested for growth with the associated level of risk then
reducing as members approach retirement.

CHARGES

Since TPT launched its TDFs in 2013, they have all performed
significantly ahead of benchmark. The graph below tracks
their performance against the benchmark (CPI plus TPT’s own
expectations, set in 2013) through to 31 March 2018.
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When it comes to taking your pension, TPT members have a
number of options at retirement including taking cash, buying
an annuity (a regular income for life) and where appropriate
taking a cash lump sum followed by further withdrawals over
time (also known as drawdown).
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All performance is presented net of all charges.
*CPI plus the outperformance expectation set at inception

TPT considers wider impacts on performance
Environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues can all affect
investment performance, so TPT takes all of these factors into
account when investing your money.
ESG is an area of growing importance for many investors.
To that end TPT is a signatory of the Principles for Responsible
Investment (an international network of investors working
together to put responsible investment into practice) and
supports the International Investors Group on Climate Change
(IIGCC) to ensure that members have access to the very latest
thinking and developments in this area.

How much am I paying for TPT’s service?

Members of TPT’s DC pension schemes pay an annual
management charge (AMC) to cover management, scheme
governance, investment, administration and communications.
The AMC you pay depends on the fund you choose to invest
in, and is deducted as a percentage of your pension pot. Any
additional charges, such as legal work and transaction costs,
can vary each month from fund to fund. If you are ever unsure
of the amount you pay, you’ll find details at tpt.org.uk, in your
scheme’s member guide, on Benpal and on your annual benefit
statement.

TDF charges
Most of TPT’s members are invested in TDFs, and so pay:
• TDF: 0.5% annual management charge*
• Pre-1999 Ethical TDF: 0.5% annual management charge*
• Post-1999 Ethical TDF: 0.7% annual management charge*
* These funds will also incur an additional expense charge of up to 0.03%
per annum (TDF) and up to 0.07% (Ethical TDF)

Ethical TDF charges are higher because they undergo additional
screening to make sure they meet ethical standards.
The Trustee undertakes a Value for Members report annually
(available online at www.tpt.org.uk/about-us/annual-reports).
This report assesses a number of key areas including
governance, performance against service level agreements and
investment targets, suitability of the default fund, the standard
of member communications as well as how charges compare
to comparative offerings. Across all areas reviewed it found
that the scope and quality of TPT’s DC services deliver value for
money for members.

Self-select charges
The AMC for TPT’s self-select options varies from 0.45% to 1%
(depending on which funds have been selected). For specific
charges on each self-select fund please refer to the Value for
Members report.

MEMBER EXPERIENCE

How do you monitor service levels?

TPT is committed to members receiving the highest levels
of service – your thoughts and feedback are therefore very
important. Throughout 2018 the independent monthly member
surveys have shown an improvement in six out of eight key
service areas:
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The survey also asks whether there are any areas that you would
like us to improve. You asked that TPT’s administrators:
• took more time to understand your needs; and
• took better ownership of your queries.
In response, a programme of ongoing training has been put in
place across TPT’s call centre teams to ensure that the member
experience on the phones is first rate and that any aspects of
feedback are acted on quickly. The resulting feedback has been
extremely positive. This remains a key area of focus for TPT, one
which will undergo further investment in the next twelve months
to ensure that member experience scores remain high and that
members feel more engaged with their pensions and in control of
their financial future.

External support
The day-to-day administration of TPT’s DC schemes is carried
out by a specialist third party called JLT. Their performance is
monitored monthly against a service level agreement that is set
by the Trustee, so that TPT can be sure that you are receiving the
service you expect. These expectations focus heavily on timescales
and accuracy and are measured in several ways, including JLT’s
own annual assurance report and TPT’s audit of JLT processes.
There are a number of other ways that you can give feedback and
find out more about how your pension is managed. One such way
is the ‘Ask the Trustee Board’ feature on the TPT website – you
can submit any questions you may have for the Trustee Board
here: www.tpt.org.uk/ask-the-trustee-board/overview

TPT is proud to have been recognised with a number of prestigious industry awards for both DC and defined benefit (DB) services

UK PENSIONS
AWARDS 2018

FINALIST

DB Investment Innovation
of the Year 2018

Pension Scheme Administrator
of the Year 2018

Pensions Administration
Award 2018

Best DB Pension Provider
2017 and 2018

You can find a more detailed version of the information contained in this leaflet in two other documents:
TPT’s Value for Members Report and Chair’s Annual DC Governance Statement. They can both be downloaded from
www.tpt.org.uk/about-us/annual-reports
You can also find more on the Master Trust Authorisation Code of Practice on The Pension Regulator’s website at:
www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/en/document-library/codes-of-practice/code-15-authorisation-and-supervision-of-master-trusts

TPT is a leading provider of workplace pensions. TPT has no shareholders and is run purely for the
benefit of our members. With over 70 years’ experience, the business manages in excess of £10 billion
of Defined Contribution and Defined Benefit assets on behalf of over 300,000 members.

If you have any questions about what you read here, or about how your pension is managed,
please get in touch.

Verity House, 6 Canal Wharf, Leeds LSII 5BQ
Tel: 0345 072 6780 Email: tptenquiries@jltgroup.com www.tpt.org.uk

